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I protest strongly against the Waterbrook / Bayview Golf Club DA2017/1274.
It does not and cannot comply with all ecology and development standards in SEPP HSPD 2004
Nor does it comply with the orderly conduct of reasonable behaviour in a neighbourhood.

Subject Biodiversity:
In particular as identified relevant to the Waterbrook and BVGC site References: Anne Clements & Assc. Biodiversity assessment as listed 19/09/18
,
Glenn Hoye BSC (Hons) Fly By Night Bat Surveys
NSW Office of Environment and Hertitage
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Mammals - BATS
9 species
Micro bats identified and confirmed present within the BVGC area
...
Micro bats can weigh from a mere 3 grms to 40 grms.
All the species of bats quoted are listed in NSW Heritage list as Vulnerable.
General:
Habitats - A range of habitats from tree hollows to culverts and under the shards of bark on trees.
Close to water.
• Every mature tree is an essential part of the total ecological system of tree height, form, shade,
and moisture within the whole wildlife corridor. And every mature tree bears, if not already
apparent, potential hollows for the birds and bats which have been identified in this bio region,
and many do rely on these trees for breeding.
• Some trees which have not been specifically identified are the homes to specific species of
micro bats that live under the bark on trees.
Anne Clements Report page 47:
Quotes - a) "Artificial lighting on the exterior of the complex should be subdued; and directed so
that it lights only areas such as pathways where required'
This statement is intentionally evasive and does not address the issue that the 7 buildings must
be brightly lit at night and will impact adversely on the existing nocturnal wildlife.
This Clements recommendation on lighting is not sustainable; as to have subdued lighting would
present safety issues being inadequate lighting for pedestrian traffic. Further, the external
swimming pools would emit very bright light as would tree lighting in outdoor areas. Internal
lighting would also be visible from the apartments of three story buildings windows.
Driveways and garages and security would also require safety lighting.
Quotes - b) Roost requirements;
"installation of nest boxes and artificial hollows with ongoing
maintenance and monitoring"
Also;

"tree hollows and some under bark (plus man made structures)"

Addressing the first statement, anything that needs ongoing maintenance never happens. The
implication to do such is on the developer but on completion the developer ceases to exist.
Further, what is monitoring supposed to imply?
Expert comment, "Man made structures are not recommended"
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Important Reference:
Fly By Night Bat Surveys - Glenn Hoye Bsc. (Hons)
Quote:
For most of the tree-roosting micro bats, preservation of forested areas is the only reliable method
of providing adequate daytime roosting resources for these species.
The provision of artificial roosts should not be regarded as an excuse to allow the removal
of native forest which provides a necessary range of diurnal roosting requirements.
Bat species have a range of requirements which must be met before they can exist in any given
times of various insect
area. Preferred foraging habitat at any time will depend on the emergence
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The foremost threat to bat species in the Sydney area is habitat destruction for residential
and other development.
Other threats to micro bat populations include the accumulation of contaminants
in the form of lead emissions from motor vehicles, organochlorines and other compounds in wood
preservatives, herbicides and pesticides. Unquote.
Anne Clements Report page 44:
"Some possible indirect impacts through some loss of some foraging habitats.
Quote - C)
Not a significant impact"
This statement alerts to the fact there will be an impact on biodiversity.
This statement is intentionally evasive and does bear any responsibility for cause and result.
One fact that is convincing is, that Pittwater was once a home t o families of our
iconic Koala.
Developers then believed their development intrusion would also be "insignificant"
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO ALL THE KOALAS FOR WHICH PITTWATER WAS FAMOUS?
DEAD.

